
TOP-NOTCH PLUGINS FOR
JIRA PROJECT MANAGEMENT



We recognize the needs of customers as well as limitations of the market.
Cascade down with Waterfall or deliver continuously with Agile to uncover

the potential at any organizational level, from small teams to international enterprise.

Go ahead and find out how we provide unrivalled value.

IMAGINED WITH PASSION                           DESIGNED WITH JOY                          BUILT WITH COMMITMENT



The future of project management will bring together the latest technologies, high-quality products and 
outstanding customer support. Our focus on innovation and solutions revolves around advancements in software 

that will improve the e�ciency of teams worldwide. Being aware of a market crowded with solutions for team level 
processes, it was impossible for us to ignore the need to develop tools facilitating portfolio level. We’re committed 

to making work easier and helping businesses grow with more ease. Page by page, this catalogue will take you 
through the body of work that we envisioned and brought to life to assist any and everyone who might need it. 

Your success is what drives us. 



 
IDEA AS A PICTURE

We think in pictures which is why showing a complex idea as a picture helps our understanding.
BigGantt charting plugin brings a plethora of invaluable features, making it a go-to place

and one of closest friends of any PMO.



Pure waterfall or agile processes are few and far between. Project managers are required to be highly flexible and skilled at blending an array of methodologies. 
Experienced project managers know to follow their gut feeling and use all the tools necessary to keep management off their backs. This is why we built 
BigGantt, a chart that is intuitive and very easy to understand, whether as a means of reporting or simply to keep all stakeholders and team members in the 
loop. It also finds its value in Agile processes, being best used to depict a portfolio level of ongoing projects and never losing sight of the big picture. 

SLICK INTERFACE
Enjoy intuitive drag & drop interface  
with a variety of engaging interactions.

THE NECESSITIES
Set up critical path, time markers,  
baselines in a quick manner

ADVANCED FEATURES
Automatic task recalculation, custom 
mapping, smart progress monitoring

COMPATIBILITY
Full integration with JIRA Software (Agile),  
along with a lineup of other plugins

CONVENIENCE
Make use of inline editing, task auto-
scheduling, or smart issue linking

CUSTOM VIEW
Personalize view by switching between wide, 
normal and compact mode or using JQL 
quick filters

COMPOSITION
Organize your tasks and WBS to save time  
in analysis

BREAK HABITS
MS Project migration with 
importing and exporting made smooth

BIGGANTT HAS A HISTORY OF SUCCESSFUL ADAPTATIONS BOTH BY WATERFALL AND AGILE 
ORGANISATIONS. THE FLEXIBILITY PROVIDED BY THIS TOOL ALLOWS TEAMS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES 

WITH VARIETY OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT APPROACHES TO EASILY TAILOR GANTT TO THEIR NEEDS 

EFFICIENT PLANNING AND TRACKING
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Anytime a Gantt chart is set up, an intuitive wizard takes you, step-by-step, 
through the chart creation process. Building blocks may consist of Jira projects, 
boards or filters. Issues will be automatically put into a hierarchy which can later 
be adjusted to any requirements. A fully configured Gantt presents a beautifully 
rendered chart with colorful distinctions, vivid labels, clear progress and 
dependencies, all clearly visible at a glance. 

This is where the app really shines. Enjoy the experience by freely sorting and 
grouping data, setting up your own quick filters, customizing the view with an 
array of options, or simply by going full-screen. Additionally, the chart can be 
placed as a gadget on any Confluence page to assist collaboration. 

WHERE THE MAGIC HAPPENS

DATA PRESENTED WITH BIGGANTT IS ALWAYS EASILY UNDERSTOOD.
IT CAN WORK BOTH AS A REPORTING TOOL AS WELL AS A MEANS OF PLANNING, 

OVERSEEING AND KEEPING TRACK OF A PROJECT 



This app is highly adaptable. It gives the user complete control over the data 
values, scope or permissions. You never have to worry about changes made by 
unauthorized users. It gets even more convenient since various permission levels 
can be assigned not only per user but per group as well! 

With a few clicks between panes, the Gantt structure can 
easily be sorted as desired. BigGantt allows the user to control data 
that is not directly on the chart. You can manage the columns and 

decide what values are displayed as a quick glimpse. These can be easily 
changed in the configuration to fit the needs of the user.

 
It is also possible to create your own Quick Filter which makes
it really easy to narrow down the scope displayed on the chart. 

BigGantt delivers powerful synchronization options. It lets you decide what will 
be synchronized between Jira and BigGantt. This can be further customized by 
automatic parent recalculation based on its children�or allowing the addition of 
tasks that are outside the original scope of data. 



BigPicture is a rising star in Atlassian’s Jira ecosystem. What makes it unique 
is that it frees the end user from limitations found in other PPM software. 

SEE IT ALL



SYNCHRONIZED WITH JIRA SOFTWARE, BIGPICTURE DELIVERS COMPONENTS MOST SOUGHT 
AFTER BY PROJECT MANAGERS, COMBINED WITH AN UNRIVALLED QUALITY OF FEATURES.

Experienced project managers find BigPicture comfortably familiar, and those starting out, end up amazed by it. Easily adapted to, 
BigPicture allows you to become quickly proficient and makes your work effortless. Improving on Jira’s GUI and focused on enhanced 
User Experience, BigPicture recognizes the needs of its target users and delivers extraordinary value. 

BigPicture is based on Programs which can be made up of Jira projects, boards or filters. Designed to fully utilize Jira as a platform for all project 
management tasks, BigPicture can easily handle your multi-team projects, store and manage your operational tasks in a well-defined structure and group 
your teams' work and status in a single place. To save time, Programs can be created using presets, including fully automatic configuration and Agile. 

BigPicture, straight out-of-the-box, provides outstanding flexibility and scalability, while the additional 
Enterprise option works as a best fit for larger organizations. Built with Agile teams in mind, BigPicture 
complies with Agile software development methodologies and Scaled Agile Framework®. 

BigPicture is an advanced, specialized Jira app offering tools for activity planning, resource and risk 
management, track project execution and much more. 

ORGANIZE YOUR TEAMS’ WORK

MULTIPLE VIEW OPTIONS FO
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EA
SY TRACKING WITH ON-DEMAND STATISTICS

BIGPICTURE CONTAINS A GANTT CHART MODULE WHICH PROVIDES 
THE SAME FUNCTIONALITIES AS OUR BIGGANTT APP AND WHICH 
ALSO INTEGRATES WITH OTHER BIGPICTURE MODULES. 

The versatility of BigPicture is reflected in its ability to be used for projects with cascading tasks 
workflow, integration with Agile sprints or a portfolio view of projects. The Gantt allows you to 
operate on Jira issues in a variety of ways, all on a single screen. Creating dependencies, changing Work 
Breakdown Structure or dates manipulation takes just a few clicks. The chart can also display Cadences, 
being time periods usually set up as Agile sprints, and to identify tasks and to whom they can be assigned. 

GANTT CHART

This app is highly adaptable. The user is given complete control over the data values, 
scope or permissions. Moreover, it delivers powerful synchronization options to manage 
what will be synchronized between Jira and the app. This can be further customized by 
parent recalculation or adding tasks that are outside original scope options.

The Gantt module wouldn’t be complete without the ability to manage a 
hierarchy of tasks. The Gantt structure can be easily sorted as desired in a 
matter of moments. Data that is not displayed directly on the chart but 
contained in the adjacent columns gives additional attributes at a glance 
These can be easily changed to fit the needs of the user. Building your 
own Quick Filter is easy making it really convenient to narrow down the 
scope displayed on the chart. 

CONTROL YOUR BASELIN
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KEEP YOUR SCOPE IN ORDER

Planning for hundreds of features or epics is never an easy task. Planning 
processes can be accelerated with pre-planning activities, regardless of the 
planning level (Epics, Features or Stories). Utilize the Weighted Shortest Job 
First algorithm with Excel-like editing to identify the most important tasks. 
Define a deadline for feature delivery via drag&drop on a timeline above, 

identify a resource capable of delivering a feature via drag&drop and you are ready to 
start your planning. Backlog provides a set of metrics indicating increment capacity 
vs allocation or resource capacity. You will be alerted if a resource becomes 
over-allocated or an iteration is at capacity with tasks. Quick filters, timeline filtering 
and team filtering tailor the backlog screen to your immediate needs. 

BACKLOG

EXCEL-LIKE EDITING
Update your backlog with ease via Excel-like editing. All backlog items are 
updated on the fly with an optional keyboard-only navigation such as in 
Excel. You may even import your backlog directly from an Excel spreadsheet. 

 

PROGRAM TIMELINE
Represents a timeline of your program, regardless of its 
complexity. It works well with SAFe®, waterfall or hybrid projects. 
Verify the capacity of your iterations against its current allocation. 

 

PRIORITIZING
Weighted Shortest Job First (WSJF) is a technique for backlog 
prioritization introduced by Dean Le�ngwell, author of Scaled Agile 
Framework®. The calculation involves several metrics, but we focus on 
only two: Duration and Cost of Delay being inputs for automatic 
priority calculation. This can be made even simpler by updating the 
Priority field manually. 

 








BOARD IS LIKE SHEET MUSIC FOR A GRAND CONCERT WHERE AN ARRAY OF INSTRUMENTS PLAY 
THEIR PART WITH THE RESULT BEING A PERFECTLY ALIGNED AND MUSICALLY SOUND MASTERPIECE. 

 

LINKING DEPENDENCIES

This component intuitively shows 
links between tasks and marks them 
red or green depending on whether 
the tasks were placed in the right 
timeframe or not.

Roadmapping is, in other words, good planning, which is critical at every stage of running a project. It incorporates the 
element of time which prompts for prioritization, careful resource allocation and setting realistic targets. It will 
reveal gaps in your plans or areas which might become problematic once the project is underway.
You are able to notice dependencies and act accordingly.

Team members will see Roadmap as a guide and communication tool but most importantly they 
will gain a common understanding of ongoing activities and a sense of comradery. 

BOARD

THE BIRD’S EYE VIEW

Board helps you identify pain points 
quickly and act on them. This 
module shows the timeline with 
separate cadence rows as well as 
backlog items. 

TEAMS

Assemble teams to facilitate work in 
Board. Have a clear view of all talent 
on board and do not lose sight of 
who is doing what and when. 

COMPATIBILITY&COMPLIANCE 

Board was developed with Scaled 
Agile Framework® methodology in 
mind. It is built in a way to let you see 
in which time periods your teams are 
taking part. It’s a combined view of 
all the scrum boards with informa-
tion concerning time periods.



 
HIGH-LEVEL PROJECT PLANNING

Attempting to speculate on the future is extremely risky.  
Lean-Agile organizations should possess the ability to adapt 
quickly to the impact of variable external factors such as 
commercial climate, new data or acquired knowledge.

By presenting a visualization of projects in chronological 
sequence, Roadmap displays milestones, deadlines, goals and 
other key events over the duration of the duration, at a glance. 

Roadmap comprises Objectives that provide a common 
language for communication between business and technology. 
You can easily switch between Objectives and Scope. Resource 
objectives are able to be connected to Increment objectives via 
drag&drop.

The timeline feature of Roadmap displays all program 
milestones with an aligned set of iterations beneath. Scroll 
along the entire roadmap and zoom in or out to see the entire 
project or just a specific phase.

The number of Iterations and Resources displayed can be 
limited to focus on an extract of a single Program. Drilling down 
for high-level project planning has never been easier. 

ROADMAP

 

STRETCH OBJECTIVES

Good planning requires capacity margin, hence the requirement
for Stretch Objectives to be introduced. Teams commit to deliver
their non-stretch objectives, whereas stretch remain optional. 

Each Objective may have Business Value and Actual Business
assigned to it. This helps teams understand the importance of
Objectives and makes reporting much easier. 

OBJECTIVE IMPORTANCE
 



RESOURCES ARE ALMOST ALWAYS A LIMITED COMMODITY FOR ANY 
PROJECT MANAGER. THEREFORE, TRADE-OFFS ARE NOT UNCOMMON. 

Appropriate resource allocation in a form of accurate timing in which a resource is utilized becomes a crucial matter when faced with its scarcity. A project’s schedule 
typically changes on more than one occasion over the course of its life which requires flexible resource planning for necessary adjustments. 

Resources module allows quick and easy assignment of tasks to users and checks their allocation. As Gantt chart and Resources are synchronised there is no need to 
toggle between windows. Tasks can be rescheduled and reassigned directly in the Resources window. Any change of task length, start or end date in the Resources 
window is mirrored in the Gantt chart. 

Having a plan to follow through is not all there is to project management. Taking the human factor into account is inevitable. Let’s face it, people are not robots that can 
work twenty-four seven. They take days off, work at less than full capacity and make mistakes. Managing this with BigPicture becomes a no-hassle, effective routine. 

DEDICATED VIEW
Resources module has a Gantt-like view and timeline
layout with the familiar bar representation of tasks that
can be dragged&dropped, and grouped by the assignee. 

CUSTOM PLANS
Configure program specific workload and holiday plans 
making  your own personalized schedule. 

TRANSPARENCY
Get clarity by colorful indications of workload vs capacity 
statuses depending on planned resources allocation.

RESOURCES

SW
ITCHABLE POINT OF VIEW



Resource manager visualizes the availability of your resources in an overview 
displaying holiday and workload plans. Track resource availability when accessible 
only for a proportion of their time or when completely unavailable. Such data can 
be marked either in a specific timeframe or for an undefined period of time.

The timeline is a clear summary of resource constraints which are clearly listed 
beneath. Availability of resources configured in this view is used to assist assigning 
work items to resources.

Augment Resource manager with resource availability tracked within Tempo and 
maintain consistency across multiple tools.



 
KEEP IT UNDER CONTROL

Fat too often, risk management does not form part of project planning. It is a 
recipe for disaster. People get sick or quit, resources run out, hardware breaks. 
Being able to identify, analyze and respond to an unexpected event is essential 
to the success of any endeavor. 

Once a project is fully scheduled and tracked, over time, some tasks demanding particu-
lar attention will be noted. Either because they are known for causing trouble or simply 
due to their high importance. This could all be noted on a sticky note or simply remem-
bered. It is best, however, to use the Risk matrix module of BigPicture to keep things tidy 
and usable. The Risks component of BigPicture allows a matrix to be designed to show a 
visual representation of sensitive issues.  

RISKS

COMPACT AND HEATM
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Assign values to two custom fields inside a Jira task to 
define both Risk probability and Risk consequence. This 
will trigger the task to be displayed on the matrix, making it 
easy for anyone to grasp the level of risk involved quickly. 

Easily convey the hazards to stakeholders within the organization 
and proactively build a plan to avoid, mitigate or otherwise act on 
them. Do not let anything catch you by surprise by acknowledging 
the perils of any business endeavour and building a contingency plan. 

H
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H
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BREAKDOWN OF A PROJECT INTO
SMALLER COMPONENTS

WBS is a hierarchical and incremental decomposition of a project into 
phases, deliverables and work packages which displays the  
subdivision of effort required to achieve an objective, for example, a 
program, project or a single iteration.

In a project, the WBS is developed by starting with the final 
objective and successively subdividing it into manageable 
components in terms of size, duration and responsibility, for 
example, systems, subsystems, components, tasks, subtasks, 
and work packages which include all steps necessary to 
achieve the objective.

Drag&drop is the key functionality of the WBS screen. 
Tasks are able to be reorganized in bulk and indented or 
outdented to reflect task location in a WBS hierarchy. 
Compare mode enables the display of two Program 
Scopes simultaneously so presenting an opportunity 
to redefine your Program Scopes manually by 
drag&drop of tasks from one Program to another.

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

Work Breakdown Structure provides a bird's eye view of the Scope
of your Program. It automatically aggregates data in a tree so you
are not forced to drill down to the lowest level. Whether you are
interested in the progress of your epic, average risk or the aggregated
status of a feature, you can find exactly what you need, with ease. 

DATA AGGREGATION

 
 

CUSTOMIZED VIEWS

Data visible on the screen is fully configurable. BigPicture provides 
several default views but you may configure as many as you wish
then name them and share with others. There are endless
possibilities to visualize your scope attributes. 

 



BigPicture Enterprise coupled with BigPicture meets the 
demands of more complex, larger-scale organizations. 



Most suitable for large-scale organizations, the Enterprise plugin on top of 
BigPicture meets expectations of broad reaching and widely operating firms.

Organizations often run parallel projects requiring management of a portfolio comprising
a number of teams and variety of goals with varying deadlines. Enhance BigPicture with 
BigPicture Enterprise for more sophisticated infrastructure, enhanced functionalities
and opportunites to integrate with other Jira apps.

CROSS-PROGRAM VIEW
Exclusive to the Resources module, the cross-program view
eliminates the common problem of a project manager assigning
tasks to a resource not knowing that another PM has already
done so in a different project. With BigPicture Enterprise, you
always know the actual, absolute capacity and allocation, no matter
how convoluted the decision processes are. 

 
 

 

METRICS
Juggling multiple projects, often arranged in an intricate network of
intertwining connections and relationships can easily get out of control.
The Metrics module provides the ability to add custom fields and to
label all of your projects neatly to know everything about them at
a glance: market, phase, responsible team, budget, deadline, marketing,
status, unit number or anything else.  With neatly labeled custom fields,
Metrics truly puts the ‘Me’ into your projects. 

 

 
 

LIMITLESS
With tens, hundreds, or an even greater number of people
participating in projects to gain the competitive advantage,
whether it’s by employing a new company-wide sales
strategy or rebuilding existing processes, nothing should be
an obstacle. Benefit from an unlimited number of holiday
and workload plans assignable both to multiple resources
simultaneously or each resource separately. Easily differentiate
between full-time, part-time and irregular employees and
change their status on the go. 

 

 

CUSTOMIZABLE
Integrate the list of Programs with your company intranet,
external resources or other areas of Jira. Creating and deleting
Programs as needed is a breeze, so you can go ahead and
create something exceeding the standard Jira dashboard,
all without leaving a single screen. 

AGILITY IN SCALE
BigPicture Enterprise includes a new agile Roadmap mode
specially designed for larger teams or in other words,
a team of teams. 

CHERRY ON TOP

BIGPICTURE ENTERPRISE IS NOT A STANDALONE APP AND
IS AVAILABLE ONLY WITH AN ACTIVE INSTANCE OF BIGPICTURE



PORTFOLIO

 
PORTFOLIO VIEW AT GLANCE

A fully flexible module supporting a variety of projects, including Waterfall, Agile and Hybrid. 
A portfolio of projects can be created decomposed into smaller portfolios followed by 
programs, its phases and so on. The possibilities are endless.

Portfolio introduces the concept of a “Schedule” item that represents a project, its phase, 
single iteration or a whole portfolio of projects. Each Schedule has its own type that is 
tailored to a specific project management framework. 

SAFe® METHODOLOGY
SAFe® is a widely adopted project management framework that is fully 
supported within BigPicture Enterprise. SAFe® defines 4 levels: Portfolio, 
Solution, Program and Team. A single item in Portfolio view may represent 
Iteration, Program Increment, Release Train or Large Solution Stream. Portfolio 
creates a hierarchy of such items corresponding to that described in SAFe®.  

 

WATERFALL METHODOLOGY
Waterfall projects are still very common in many organizations, for as many 
good reasons. Portfolio helps to organize a waterfall program into phases and 
defines many attributes specific to this type of project.

 

HYBRID PROJECTS
Both agile and waterfall frameworks have their place in world of project 
management. Some projects utilize practices from both. BigPicture Enterprise 
allows configuration of a hybrid project where, for example, a development 
department follows agile practices but a legal department may adopt a 
waterfall approach. 

 









Visualize your Roadmap at portfolio level combining several Program Roadmaps. The diagram may be narrowed down to only those programs you are 
interested in. The ability to export to a variety of formats including PNG allows your presentation to be made attractive to portfolio stakeholders. 

Get a quick overview of a whole Portfolio on a timeline view. Each program is represented by a single bar containing colorful 
program phases and milestones. There is simply no better way to visualize your set of programs on a single screen. 







Even though JIRA was designed to facilitate more e�cient 
teamwork, it does have its limitations. BigTemplate is here to help. 

 
SMARTER. FASTER.



Once you find yourself needing to import or export an issue or a project to a format different 
from the default options, be sure to try BigTemplate. 

EASY TO USE
Export data directly from the issue screen -
ready to distribute, print, send over e-mail
or instant messaging.

CUSTOMIZABLE
Edit default templates or create new from scratch.
Upload any number of custom templates!

 

COMPATIBLE
Ensure consistency across a variety 
of file formats and PM solutions.

BigTemplate breaks habits by facilitating seamless migration between our Jira 
apps and other PPM tools. Switching between solutions such as
MS Project and back is as easy as few clicks. It's powerful enough to 
allow the user to export any BigPicture module, complete 
BigPicture program or BigGantt chart into a 
spreadsheet or even an image.

EXPORTING RE-IMAGINED WITH PASSION

ONE-STEP JIRA ISSUE EXPORT PD
F O

R W
O

RD

IMPORT .xls, .xlsx, .ods, .mpx, .mpp

.xls, .mpx, .mpp, .xml, .pdf, .png, .jpg, .bmpEXPORT



Fine-grained access control for your project roles



Each project management framework defines its own set of roles and responsibilities 
assigned. The roles identify a list of fine-grained activities throughout all modules
and applications.. The roles are collected into bigger sets named Role Schemes. 

RoleExtensions comes with a comprehensive set of role 
schemes dedicated to methodologies like SAFe® or more 
generic schemes covering agile, waterfall, hybrid projects.  

Flexibility was the key requirement fo RoleExtensions.
Whether you follow role configuration as defined by a
framework or you need it cunstomized, you may update
it with a single click. 

FLEXIBILITY

 

Install BigPicture with RoleExtensions combined to get
a fully configurable set of roles preconfigured as defined
by Scaled Agile Framework®.

SAFe®

 

IDENTIFY AND MANAGE YOUR PROJECT ROLES 



Witness the extreme versatility of our plugins for JIRA by hearing the voice of others.

SUCCESS STORIES
 



 

  

 

BLABLACAR REVOLUTIONIZES MODERN TRANSPORTATION

With an interesting system of internal departments named Tribes, many of which 
use Agile methodologies with the need to visualize and distribute data to 
different parts of the company, BlaBlaCar has established itself as a market 
leader. They wanted to benefit from the work they were already used to, putting 
all projects, tasks and epics in Jira and just syncing them to the tool. As they’ve 
discovered, the best Agile-compatible Gantt with detailed roadmapping and full 
sync was BigPicture Enterprise. They’ve been using it ever since.

FIXING JIRA’S LIMITATIONS

Studiolabs is a creative technology and product development studio with clients 
ranging from world-wide media outlets (ESPN) to local food chains (Shake 
Shack). They have used Jira as a ticketing system for several years now but Jira by 
itself is not a perfect tool. This is especially true for service-related companies who 
have a finite pool of resources, each with their own specialties. This becomes 
extremely important when planning both current, future, and unforeseen mainte-
nance work. BigPicture not only helps the good folks at Studiolabs find the best 
resource to work on a given task, but also allows them to update the start and 
due dates for every task in the entire project easily by simply dragging a milesto-
ne or other sub-task marker out as needed. No need to update every ticket 
manually; it’s all done by the tool. 

IMPROVING KOREAN HEALTHCARE

K-Healthwear is a company studying and developing innovative healthcare which 
manufactures wearable electronics and sensor circuits that connect to a big data 
Cloud service. As they develop their products, both hardware and software, the 
schedule and progress are constantly managed. For software development, Agile 
development methodology is used and BigPicture helps to support and manage 
the Agile process easily and instinctively. 

CONQUERING THE UNIVERSE

Kongsberg Spacetec, a supplier of ground stations used to measure and observe 
the cosmos, helps humanity discover the universe, and, in turn, BigPicture 
Enterprise helps them work e�ciently. They started using Jira for tracking 
project tasks and needed to plan their projects in time and maintain 
dependencies, for which MS Project was previously used. Keeping the project 
plan in MSP and Jira in sync required additional work, so, to avoid duplication, all 
processes related to planning projects, keeping track of progress and reporting 
to management were migrated to BigPicture, resulting in time and cost savings. 

ABOVE ARE ONLY A NUMBER OF USE CASES WITH BIGPICTURE AS A HERO. 
TO READ MORE, GO TO SOFTWAREPLANT.COM/CASESTUDIES

YOUR SUCCESS IS WHAT DRIVES US



TESTIMONIALS

We are using the BigPicture Enterprise for two quarters now.

The main usage is the Gantt chart allows me and the team have a 

quick look on how our project progressed compared to the 

estimated delivery date. We wanted to benefit from the work we 

are already used to, putting every project, task and epic in 

JIRA. The best solution for us was BigPicture Enterprise.

Saad Bouchehboun, Tech Manager, BlaBlaCar

BigPicture is a good tool for a project manager to deal with the 

projects. It is not only to visualize the schedule in Gantt 

chart, but also to provide useful gadgets and pages such as risks 

matrix and resource management. Because I used Gantt chart 

before, I found BigGantt and it was wonderful. Now I wanna change 

it to BigPicture that is even more wonderful than BigGantt.

Taehwan Roh, representative of K-Healthwear

Tracking and planning can be very tricky if you don’t have the 

right tool for it. Today we have BigPicture. BigPicture is one of 

the most powerful tools I use to manage and track the activities 

for all products whether they’re Innovation or Renovation 

projects. It enables us to build the pipeline of all projects, 

create tasks & sub-tasks, and keep you on track on every level.

Hasan Alhazmi, Activity Planning Manager, Supply Chain Dept. AlSafi Danone



We are using JIRA to conduct/manage/track/report all of our pro-

jects for many years. Last year we decided to test existing Gantt 

add-ons in the Marketplace to connect it with our Agile/SCRUM 

world. BigPicture leaves competing solutions far behind.

Just perfect!

Ludwik Bogdański, SAP Professional Consultant, ENTICODE Consulting Board Member

 

The need to synchronize development teams with business goals and 

to coordinate resources in right direction with right timing 

motivated us to look for an additional tool on top of our 

existing JIRA tool. We were looking for a tool that would 

smoothly integrate with our existing Atlassian infrastructure, 

and which would give us long-term planning capability together 

with project risk assessment. BigPicture represents the best fit 

to our project management needs.

Mario Cupelli, CTO at HighTec 

The tool provides us visibility of project status. The seamless 

integration with JIRA is a great advantage. It is easy to use and 

intuitive. The Resource Management module is effective in helping 

us map our resources.

 Naama Lev, Head of Quality and Assurance at Epicon



TRAINING&CONSULTANCY



 

 

TRAINING

 
WE WILL GUIDE YOU THROUGH A JOURNEY TOWARDS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT EMPOWERMENT AS WE BELIEVE
THAT SUCH EMPOWERMENT CAN BE ACHIEVED THROUGH BIGPICTURE

SoftwarePlant Training provides one- and two-day courses either online
or on-site at our location or yours, wherever you may be.

Atlassian Certified trainers design your course to cover all features
and functionalities of SoftwarePlant PPM solutions to advanced
administration of our tools, all within the context of your Lean-Agile
or Waterfall environment, whether you are an SME or Enterprise scale.

Fully interactive, each trainee is provided with comprehensive
course materials and a Jira instance for an authentic experience
within engaging workshop sessions. 

From project management novices to experienced professionals,
get your teams up and running quickly, increase their productivity
and e�ciency and stay current with the latest product features
with SoftwarePlant Training. 

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS OF THE TRAINING AGENDA: WWW.SOFTWAREPLANT.COM/TRAINING

 
CONCULTANCY

Let us help with configuration of your SoftwarePlant PPM solutions translated 
to the needs and structure of your organization plus development of project 
management best practices. 

If you are already a BigPicture user or are considering becoming one and wish 
to learn more about our latest exciting product developments, we would be 
delighted to present a free hour’s online product overview. Contact our 
Support Team at support@softwareplant.com to arrange a demonstration.



INTERESTED IN OUR APPS BUT ARE PERHAPS UNCERTAIN ABOUT THEIR VALUE TO YOUR ORGANIZATION? 
DON’T HESITATE TO CONTACT US TO REQUEST A FREE WEBINAR.  WE WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO PRESENT

AN OVERVIEW OF OUR PRODUCTS’ FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITIES

CUSTOMER CARE

We are aware that finding the best fit for project management needs is no easy task. This is why you can get a free 30-day trial of 
any of our apps. If it's not enough time, let us know and we'll extend it until you're sure that our product meets your demands. 

ATLASSIAN VERIFIED

All of our apps have been through a rigorous review by Atlassian who holds 
vendors to high standards for app traction, quick support and reliability 

24-HOUR SUPPORT AND SHORT PDCA TIMES

Customers are the focal point of our products which is why
we place great emphasis on timely around-the-clock support

DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR ANNUAL PURCHASES

We make sure that customer loyalty is rewarded
as we value long-term relationships 

30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

If for some reason our products do not fit your needs, 
let us know and you'll get a refund, hassle free

No two organizations are the same which is why we provide tailor-made fixes and improvements for 
our customers, simply to ensure that their work is made as e�cient and effortless as possible. 



SoftwarePlant is a team of ambitious, talented and creative individuals fascinated by new technologies.
Together we have created a company that celebrates each other’s achievements and thrives on success. 

In our relatively short time in the market, we have managed to achieve an enviable track record and the trust
of some of the world’s largest brands. Our software is utilized globally which is why we make customer service

and support a priority for our clients, from start-ups to Fortune500 companies.



www.softwareplant.com

AG I L E  P R AC T I C E S ,
E N T E R P R I S E  S C A L E


